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What does RMP stand for?

eligion

orals

hilosophy We are also known as the RS 
(Religious Studies) department.



So what does the RMP explore in lessons?
Some people choose to be religious whilst others 
choose not to be. We explore different religions -
e.g. Christianity and Islam to less well-known such as 
the Amish and Hasidic Jews. We also look at non-
religious belief systems and explore your own beliefs 
and opinions.

Morals are to do with issues of right and wrong (for 
example, is it right to eat meat? OR should everyone 
always follow the rules?
We will look at where morals come from, morals that 
differ around the world and what we think is right or 
wrong.

Philosophy is the study of fundamental questions 
(that often have no answers). For example, ‘Where 
did the world come from?’, ‘What is the purpose of 
humans?’, ‘Does God exist?’ or ‘What is real?’. We will 
debate, discuss and generally have fun talking in 
lessons!

eligion

orals

hilosophy



We are part of the HUMANITIES area of learning. 
This means we work closely with subjects such as 

HISTORY and GEOGRAPHY.

This is our ‘Humanities’ 
logo which was designed 
by one of our current 
Year 9 students!

HISTORY is represented 
by the clock and the idea 
of time. GEOGRAPHY is 
represented by the world. 
RMP is represented by 
the people and religious 
symbols.

Our shared 
slogan is:
“Learning 
from the 

past, to live 
today and 
develop our 

future!”



Staff
Geography History RMP (Religion, Morals 

and Philosophy)

Mrs Kirkham (DOS)
Mr Aggleton
Mrs Redfern
Mr Sheldon

Mrs Bowen (DOS)
Mrs Rogers
Mr Morey
Mrs Harris

Mrs Simmonds (DOS)
Miss Jenkins
Miss Evans

Miss Murray
Mrs Moore
Mrs Smith



In Year 7, we look at 4 broad areas (these are the same in RMP, History 
and Geography):

ORIGINS
You will explore  the origins of 
religion and its importance to 
the world in the past, present 

and future.

INFLUENCES
You will study how people in 
the world are influenced to 
demonstrate their identity 

and show they belong.

PEOPLE and SOCIETIES
You will investigate the link 

between belief and behaviour of 
people in society, investigating 

where this has caused challenges 
and issues in the world.

EQUITY and JUSTICE
You will consider how fair the 
world is, examining a range of 
issues and determining what 

humans use to try and achieve 
justice and equity in the world.



Examples of lesson 
resources...



























Examples of 
activities/work we do 

in lessons….



Create a piece of 
artwork to 

demonstrate YOUR 
IDENTITY and 

show who you are!



Create a group 
presentation to 
share knowledge 

about a world 
religion.



Dressing up lessons 
and ‘dramatic’ 

acting lessons that 
include role play!



Examples of excellent work which we 
upload to Twitter to show the world 

and celebrate success….















We look forward to 
seeing you in 

September and 
joining us for fun in 

RMP lessons!


